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Providing the best support
as JBIC

For future generations
Through the coordination and negotiations
among various stakeholders, we were expected to establish a bankable financing
structure. On the other hand, as Japan’s
policy-based financial institution, we must
also support the business deployment and
securement of natural resources for Japanese companies while keeping in line with
the Japanese Government’s policy.
There is no fixed answer and I often
struggle to find the best way to harmonize
these objectives. When I am stuck, I always
ask myself whether I could explain the decision to future generations with confidence.
I would also like to say that it is a real
pleasure to have great team members who
always give good advice.
(Note 1)
The loan is cofinanced (totaling approx. USD3.8 billion) with private financial institutions including the
following six private financial institutions: The Bank of
Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd., Sumitomo Mitsui Banking
Corporation, Mizuho Bank, Ltd., Sumitomo Mitsui
Trust Bank, Limited, Mitsubishi UFJ Trust and Banking Corporation, and ING Bank N.V., Tokyo Branch.
The cofinanced portion is insured by Nippon Export
and Investment Insurance (NEXI).
(Note 2)
The conventional LNG project integrates natural gas
production facilities, pipelines and LNG terminals,
but this project “unbundles” these segments and focuses on natural gas liquefaction.

Constructing natural gas liquefaction facilities and producing LNG using shale gas produced in the US as the raw material

URL: http://www.jbic.go.jp/en/

While based in JBIC’s Representative Office
in New York from 2010 to 2013, I closely
followed “Shale Gas Revolution” in the US
and expected to secure long-term LNG
supplies at the more competitive Henry
Hub price, as most LNG imports to Japan
were linked to the oil price.
Upon coming back to Japan in the
summer of 2013 and being assigned to
this project, I was greatly impressed by OG
and CE’s effort to change their LNG business model by investing in this project, and
I strongly wanted to provide the project
financing to support them.
Financing for this project was, however,
a challenge for JBIC, too. Freeport was
a new player in the LNG industry, different from traditional players, such as the oil
majors or SOEs. In addition, this was an
“unbundling project”Note 2, an unique business model for Japanese players, making the best use of the US market and its
highly developed natural gas production
and related infrastructure such as pipelines.
Moreover, we closely communicated with
various US market players and advisors
who were familiar with the US financial and
energy market to consider the possibility of

syndication with the US players.
While the negotiation with Freeport was
very tough, after the finance close, I believe
both parties built up a solid relationship
of mutual trust. It will take approximately
four years to complete the construction. I
strongly hope the project will start operation
smoothly and its LNG will be imported to
Japan in the near future.

Tel. +81-3-5218-3100

This is the first project for Japanese utility companies to invest in a liquefaction
project and import LNG from the lower 48
US states to Japan based on a long-term
contract using a pricing formula linked to
the US gas market index, which is different from the existing LNG pricing linked to
crude oil price.
Since the Great East Japan Earthquake,
Japan’s energy supply situation has become
increasingly severe. Especially, it is becoming
important policy issue for Japan to secure
a stable supply of LNG and to reduce its
procurement cost, since LNG accounts for
over 40% of Japan’s power energy mix at
present. This project will contributes to the
diversification of LNG procurement sources
and pricing formula.
Traditionally, Japanese utility companies
procure LNG as buyers mainly through the
oil majors and trading houses. In this project, on the other hand, OG and CE actively
participate as sponsors, each of which
holds a 25% equity share, and obtain the
right to use liquefaction facilities and offtake
LNG as tollers. By gaining benefit from the
full value chain from fuel production and
processing to transportation, OG and CE
secure long-term energy supplies at low

price for their customers in Japan.

Press and External Aﬀairs Division, Corporate Planning Department, Corporate Group, Japan Bank for International Cooperation

Japanese utilities’ challenge for
new LNG value chain business

4-1, Ohtemachi, 1-chome Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8144, Japan

JBIC signed a USD2.6 billion project financing Note 1 loan agreement with FLNG Liquefaction, LLC (FLIQ) in
October 2014. Osaka Gas (OG), Chubu Electric Power Co., Inc. (CE), and Freeport LNG Expansion, L.P.
(Freeport) have invested in FLIQ. In this project FLIQ will construct new natural gas production facilities near
Freeport in Texas and plans to produce LNG made from shale gas and conventional gas produced in the US.
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Emerging Central Asia and
the Promising Economies
In 1991, the Soviet Union was dissolved and five countries became independent in the Central Asian region: the Republic of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Republic of Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan and Republic of Uzbekistan.
Since then, each of the five countries has been taking various nation-building measures
including introducing a market economy, constructing industrial infrastructure and establishing trade and exchange management systems.
In the 2000s, with the progress of globalization, they started to attract global attention
as suppliers of natural resources such as energy and minerals, trade partners and investment destinations.
The Central Asian countries are on their way to becoming the next emerging market countries, though various issues still remain.

Emerging Central A sia and the Promising Economies

Interview : Recent economic
situation and business
expansion of foreign
companies in Central Asia
Hiromi Yusa

Deputy Director

Division 2 (Europe, CIS and Middle East)

Country Credit Department
Credit, Assessment, and Systems Group

While working for the World Bank in
2004, I had an opportunity to live in
Kyrgyz for several months. This is a region rarely covered by Japanese media.
However, a colleague of mine at the
World Bank introduced me to a local
family and I was able to observe their
daily life from inside. Since the host
mother was working for the United
States Agency for International Development and the host father was a businessman of the Xinjiang Uighur tribe, I
realized that the region is in the center of
a great geopolitical game. One time, I
was surprised to hear a local friend of
mine saying casually, “This is the road on
which The Tripitaka Master Xuanzang (Sanzou-houshi)Note 1 walked”.
It’s part of the Silk Road, and many
of Japan’s national treasures may
have been carried to Nara or Kyoto
through this region.
The five Central Asian countries
under the rule of the former Soviet
Union are Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan,
Turkmenistan, Kyrgyz and Tajikistan.
Because they are landlocked countries,
goods that cannot be carried by air are
transported by land via the Caspian Sea
and such countries as Russia, China, Afghanistan and Iran. Because some tran-

sit countries are politically unstable, the
five countries do not have easy access to
world markets.
During the Cold War, they rarely had
independent foreign economic relations
because they were part of the Soviet
Union, but since gaining independence,
they have been working to expand trade
and attract foreign investment.
Currently, natural resources are drivers of economic growth. For example, in
2014 resource-rich Kazakhstan achieved
per-capita GDP of USD12,183, closing
in on Russia’s USD12,925. Turkmenistan had a per-capita GDP of USD8,270,
higher than China’s USD7,589. The remaining three countries of Uzbekistan, Kyrgyz and Tajikistan recorded
USD2,046, USD1,299 and USD1,113,
respectively (see table below). Even in
terms of nominal GDP, Kazakhstan
achieved USD212 billion, accounting for
63% of the total USD339 billion of the
five countries. Thus, Kazakhstan is the
economic leader of the region.
China has recently been strengthening its influence over the region. Chinese President Xi Jinping visited
Kazakhstan on May 7, 2015, the first
foreign leader to meet President Nursultan Nazarbayev after his reelection.

■ Five Central Asian countries and their neighbors

Note 1: A great Chinese monastery of Buddhism in the
7th century

■ Summary of the economies
Per-capita GDP

Export

Machinery and equipment, foodstuffs,
steel, cast iron tubes, hollow
materials, oil, oil products,
automobiles

USD8,270
gas, oil, oil products, textiles,
Turkmenistan (73rd out of 187 countries Natural
cotton ﬁber

Production technology plant, electric
appliances, machinery and
equipment, raw materials and
materials, consumables (non-food),
transport machinery

Kazakhstan

in the world)

Uzbekistan

USD2,046
(136th out of 187
countries in the world)

Oil, gas, oil products, services, cotton
ﬁber, foodstuffs, iron and nonferrous
metals

Machinery and equipment, chemical
products, foodstuffs, iron and
nonferrous metals,oil products

Kyrgyz

USD1,299
(153rd out of 187
countries in the world)

Precious metals, pearls and
gemstones, chemical products,
mineral manufacture, textiles, fruit
and vegetables

Mineral manufacture, machinery and
equipment, chemical products,
transport-related products, foodstuffs

Tajikistan

USD1,113
(159th out of 187
countries in the world)

Nonferrous metals, textile and ﬁber
products, means of transport, vehicles
and equipment, minerals, plant
products

Minerals, transport vehicles, wheeled
vehicles, and equipment, chemical
products, plant products, nonprecious metals, processed foodstuffs

Kyrgyz
Caspian
Sea

Uzbekistan

Turkmenistan

Iran

China
Tajikistan

Afghanistan

Import

USD12,183
Oil, oil products, inorganic chemical
(60th out of 187 countries products, precious metals, organic
and inorganic compounds
in the world)

Russia

Kazakhstan

The meeting between the two leaders
reflected the close relations between the
countries. China especially focuses on
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan among the five countries, and it is
strengthening its activities with a view to
securing natural resources such as oil and
natural gas and expanding the market
for its own products. In 2006, a highranking Chinese oﬃcials visited the region aboard two jumbo jets: one carried
government oﬃcials and the other carried 200 business people. Reportedly,
they spent little time on courtesy visits
and instead walked throughout the city
checking the markets. Chinese products
came to dominate the Kazakhstan market within several months after the study.
In fact, China was the largest exporter to
Kazakhstan and second largest importer
from Kazakhstan in 2012, while it was
the second largest trading partner of Uzbekistan both in terms of exports and imports in 2013. China proclaimed a
strategy to use the Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) as the driving force
of their “One Belt And One Road” policy. China may regard the area as its good
old route that should be rebuilt.

Source: Data compiled from basic data of countries and regions on the Ministry of Foreign Aﬀairs website
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Trends in the three main Central Asian
countries and expectations for Japan

Emerging Central A sia and the Promising Economies

Geopolitical meaning of
Central Asia and expectations for
Japanese enterprises
I have mentioned that China has a massive presence in Central Asia, but Central Asia also means a lot to China. In
particular, China receives half of its imported gas from Turkmenistan.
Turkmenistan has the fourth largest
natural gas reserves in the world. When
a new president was inaugurated in
Turkmenistan in February 2007, China
signed an importing contract for natural gas with the country and reached an
agreement to build a long-distance
pipeline to transport natural gas produced in Turkmenistan to China in July
2007. Given the fact that negotiations
on a resource-related project involving
foreign capital are generally conducted
cautiously, this agreement to build a
pipeline was reached with unprecedented speed. An oﬃcial of the European Central Bank (ECB) who is in
charge of Central Asia told me that the
agreement and completion of the construction were “breathtaking”. Turkmenistan has few oﬃcial statistics and
local reporting, and has only rudimentary laws on foreign investment. In addition, its domestic market is not so
promising because of its small population, and because it imposes so many
strict conditions, no major Western oil
and gas companies have invested in the
country. However, China seems to consider that these stringent conditions are
favorable for them.

In Turkmenistan, because the country has only just opened up and its political system is highly centered, there are
few foreign capital firms to serve as
competitors. Besides being safe, the
country shows no sign of political instability. In addition, the small population
means that its abundant resources can
be allocated for export. Accordingly,
China decided to procure half of its
natural gas imports from Turkmenistan
(see table below), and it has a very powerful bargaining chip in negotiating
with natural gas exporters worldwide.
Because LNG projects around the
world have been partly premised on
Chinese demand, gas suppliers will be
unable to capture their envisaged share
if China constructs pipelines quickly
and covers half of its natural gas demand by Turkmenistan. As a result,
China is in a strong position to negotiate
import prices of LNG. It is important to
observe the situation in Central Asia
from this geopolitical viewpoint.
Japanese companies face many diﬃculties in business operations in Central
Asia, yet the governments of Central
Asian countries highly evaluate Japanese companies’ eﬀorts in the field.
Those Central Asian countries whose
economy depends on natural resources
have long wanted to manufacture high
value products and gain export competitiveness from them besides natural

■ Chinese imports by pipeline (2013)

Kazakhstan

resources. In October 2014, Kawasaki
Heavy Industries, Ltd. and Sojitz Corporation jointly completed construction of the biggest chemical fertilizer
plant in Turkmenistan. In August of the
same year, Mitsubishi Corporation
reached an agreement to build an even
bigger chemical fertilizer plant. Pictures
of the lavish ceremony attended by
President Berdimuhamedov remind me
of a hard-working Japanese businessman I met in Turkmenistan. He said he
thought of his family and colleagues in
Japan and listened to songs by Momoe
Yamaguchi (a famous Japanese singer
who was popular in the 1970s) while
driving back home along the quiet
streets. The Japanese economy is supported by such people’s eﬀorts and their
companies’ investments are contributing
to the future of Central Asia.
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe is reportedly scheduled to visit the Central
Asian countries in late August this year,
the first visit to Central Asia by a Japanese prime minister in nine years since
Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi in
2006. Various projects by Japanese
companies lie ahead in Central Asia. I
sincerely hope that Prime Minister
Abe’s visit will strengthen economic relations between Central Asia and
Japan, and JBIC wishes to work hand
in hand with Japanese companies for
upcoming projects.

■ Chinese gas pipelines via Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan

Billion m3
Kazakhstan
0.1

Turkmenistan

Former republics of the
Soviet Union (excluding
Turkmenistan)

Total
imports

2.9

27.4

24.4

■ Chinese imports of liqueﬁed natural gas (LNG) (2013)
Billion m3
Republic
of Trinidad and
Tobago

Others
*Europe

0.1

0.1

Qatar

Yemen

Algeria

Angola

9.2

1.5

0.1

0.1

Equatorial
Guinea

Nigeria

Australia

Indonesia

Malaysia

Total
imports

0.6

0.5

0.5

4.8

3.3

3.6

24.5

*Re-imports are included.
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Outgrowing the natural resourcedependent industrial structure
Located at the western end of Central
Asia, Kazakhstan has an area of 2,725,000
km2 (seven times bigger than Japan) and a
population of 16.4 million people. Its
GDP is 212 billion USD, making it the
largest economy among the five Central
Asian countries and the second largest
economy next to Russia among the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS).
The political system is a republic, but a
one-party regime led by President Nazarbayev has continued since the country
gained independence in December 1991.
It mostly borders two large countries, Russia and China, while the politically unstable countries of Iran and Afghanistan lie
to the south. Accordingly, its stability and
economic progress are geopolitically important for neighboring countries.
Kazakhstan is a resource-rich country
blessed with energy resources including
petroleum, natural gas and coal as well as
mineral resources including iron, copper,
manganese, chromium and uranium. It
has petroleum reserves of 30 billion barrels (1.8% of the world’s reserves) and nat-

JBIC s
activities
August 2012

Mongolia

Dushanzi
D
Du
Urumqi
Qorghas
Qo
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Uzbekistan
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Alm
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Border between
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Zhongwei
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan
China
Afghanistan
Iran

Ministry of Energy of Kazakhstan

ural gas reserves of 1.5 trillion m3 (0.8% of
the world’s reserves) (Statistical Review of
World Energy 2014, BP ). It has the
world’s second largest deposits of uranium and chromium, and the fifth largest
of zinc.
Kazakhstan has been diversifying its
industries for sustainable growth by promoting innovation and focusing on introducing foreign capital to achieve
economic progress leveraging its abundant energy and mineral resources. Currently, however, it heavily depends on
Russia and China, which together account for more than 25% of its exports
and more than 50% of its imports. Regarding its industries, mineral resources
account for more than 75% of its exports
and mining for nearly 75% of its fixed
asset investments, which are the driving
force of the economy. Thus, the industrial structure largely depends on resources such as petroleum and gas.
Accordingly, the government of Kazakhstan expects to diversify its industries and the dependence on a few
certain countries with the support of
Japanese technology.

Russia
China
Germany
Italy
Ukraine
US
UK
Turkey
Japan

39.1
12.9
5.9
5.1
4.4
4.3
2.3
2.0
1.8
0

Russia and China
account for more
than 50% of
Kazakhstan’s
imports.

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Dependence on Russia and China for
trade and economy
Source: Compiled based on Kazakhstan in 2010 by
Agency on Statistics of the Republic of Kazakhstan

■ Fixed asset investments by industry
Manufacturing of
wiring for gas,
water and electricity
16.11％
Other
manufacturing
17.00％

Depends on
mining for
more than 70%

Mining
industry
66.89％

Dependence on mining including
petroleum and gas
Source: Compiled based on Kazakhstan in 2009 by
Agency on Statistics of the Republic of Kazakhstan

Envisaged approaches of Kazakhstan
Diversiﬁcation of supply sources of
natural resources

Driver of economic development
Necessity of ﬁnancial and technological support

Supporting exports of environment-friendly plant equipment by
Japanese companies

1,000
km

596km

India

Source: Complied based on Statistical Review of World Energy 2014 by
British Petroleum
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0
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■ Ranking of Kazakhstan imports
by country (2010)

Nanchang

Xiangtan
Guangzhou
Shenzhen
Bangladesh
Nanning
Hong Kong
Myanmar
Zhanjiang
Haikou

Buyer's credit for Atyrau Oil Reﬁnery modernization project in Kazakhstan

JBIC signed a buyer s credit (export credit) agreement totaling up to USD178.5 million (JBIC s portion) with LLP
Atyrau reﬁnery (AR), a subsidiary of a state-owned oil and gas company in the Republic of Kazakhstan that is engaged in oil reﬁning and the marketing of petroleum products.
This loan will fund the purchase of a ﬂuid catalytic cracker (FCC) and associated plant equipment through Marubeni Corporation as part of the modernization project intended to minimize the environmental impact of the
manufacturing process in the Atyrau Oil Reﬁnery operated and maintained by AR in Atyrau City, Kazakhstan. Kazakhstan, endowed with an abundance of oil and natural gas, has sustained growth centered around natural resource
development. The government had set the objective of modernizing and diversifying the country s industry in its
Five-Year Plan that started in 2010. This project is expected to meet the domestic demand for petroleum products
through environment-friendly modernization of facilities.

Source: Complied based on materials on the JOGMEC website
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Turkmenistan

Uzbekistan

Turkmenistan
Exporting abundant natural gas
to develop the domestic industry
Located in southeastern Central Asia,
Turkmenistan faces the Caspian Sea
and has an area of 488,000 km2 (1.3
times bigger than Japan) and a population of 5.3 million people. The current
Berdimuhamedov administration
abandoned isolationism and introduced an open-door policy when it
was established in 2007, and Turkmenistan has since been accepting
foreign companies and enjoying economic progress.
The Turkmenistan economy is supported by an abundance of natural gas.
It has the world’s fourth largest confirmed natural gas reserves of 17.5 trillion m3 (Statistical Review of World
Energy 2014, BP), accounting for 9.4%
of the world’s confirmed total. The
Turkmenistan government is trying to
modernize the country using the foreign currency it acquires from exports.
Russia used to be the largest export destination, but supplies to Russia fell drastically when the pipeline carrying the
natural gas to Russia exploded in April
2009. China has replaced Russia as the
dominant recipient of the gas. Aiming
to diversify supply destinations, Turkmenistan plans to export natural gas to
countries other than China and lately
has been considering exporting natu-

Market in Turkmenistan

for fertilizers, which surely meet the
country’s aim.
In September 2013, President
Berdimuhamedov visited Japan for
the first time in four years and met
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. During the
oﬃcial visit, the two countries signed
contracts and framework agreements,
including the construction of a chemical plant, totaling one trillion yen. Bilateral economic relations are expected to
continue to strengthen.

ral gas to Europe via the Caspian Sea.
Besides diversifying export destinations of gas, Turkmenistan aims to
acquire foreign currency by manufacturing chemical products and fertilizers by eﬀectively using natural gas,
and thus replace imports with domestic products and diversify its exports
goods. Japanese companies have
recently been actively creating business opportunities through exporting
plants for refining and manufacturing petroleum and gas products and

■ Major gas pipelines of Turkmenistan
3 4 5

Kazakhstan

Kyrgyz

Uzbekistan
Turkmenistan

1 2

Iran

6
China

Tajikistan

Afghanistan

Pakistan
India

7

❶❷

Eastern route in Iran
Western route in Iran

❸❹❺

Route A in China
Route B in China
Route C in China

❻

Route D in China

❼

TAPI route

Natural gas pipelines

Planned natural gas pipelines

Source: Compiled based on Gas Matters

■ Trade with Japan(from Japan to Turkmenistan)
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000

Increased imports
are largely due to
increasing imports
of products related
to the construction
of fertilizer plants.

Electric
appliances
22％

2010

9％

General machinery
53％

50,000
0
Unit:
1,000 US dollars 2009

Breakdown of imports from Japan (2012)
Rubber
Others
products
8％ 8％
Steel

2011

2012

Uzbekistan
Uzbekistan scenery from the observation deck of the Tashkent TV Tower

A pro-Japan country that highly
evaluates Japanese technology
and culture
Located in southwestern Central Asia
and to the east of the Caspian Sea,
Uzbekistan has an area of 447,400
km2 (about 1.2 times bigger than
Japan) and a population of 28.9 million people, the largest population in
Central Asia. It is also noteworthy that
60% of the population is younger than
25 years old. Although it is a republic,
the country has been reforming itself
step-by-step toward a market economy under the authoritarian rule of
President Karimov. This gradual approach of managing the economy is
not greatly aﬀected by fluctuations of
the world economy. Thanks to the government’s policy of stimulating domestic demand, Uzbekistan has been
enjoying GDP growth of more than
8.0% since 2007.
Within Central Asia, Uzbekistan is
the second largest producer of natural
gas following Turkmenistan. No western companies participate in the development; firms from Russia, Korea,
Malaysia and China are playing major
roles in the development. Uzbekistan
has abundant mineral resources including uranium, gold and copper,

JBIC s
activities
January 2015

Buyer s credit for the government of Turkmenistan

JBIC signed a buyers credit (export loan) agreement totaling up to about USD696 million (JBIC portion) with the
government of Turkmenistan.
This loan will fund the purchase of a whole set of plant facilities by Turkmenhimiya , Turkmenistans state-owned
petrochemical company, from Mitsubishi Corporation and other companies, as it constructs a new chemical fertilizer
production plant for producing ammonia and urea fertilizer by using natural gas as raw material in Garabogasz City,
Balkan Province located in western Turkmenistan.
The product produced from this plant is expected to be exported and sold primarily overseas, thereby contributing to the
development of Turkmenistans chemical sector. In Turkmenistan, which has sustained a high economic growth rate by promoting
diversiﬁcation of the energy sector, there are prospects for demand for constructing new plants in the oil and natural gas industry.
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Imports by country (2013)
Japan 2％
Brazil 2％

Others
19％

US 2％

Russia
23％

Turkey 3％
Ukraine 4％
Germany 4％

South
Korea
15％

China
18％

Kazakhstan 8％

Imports by item (2013)
Chemical and
plastic products
Others
4％
19％
Machinery
and
equipment
6％
Steel and
nonferrous
metals 6％
Cotton ﬁber 8％

Energy
31％

Services
16％

Food 10％

Source: Compiled based on import statistics (by country and region) by JETRO

Envisaged approaches of Uzbekistan
Infrastructure of local areas and housing development,
vocational training, developing companies in local
areas and developing microﬁnance
Maintaining and improving the international
competitiveness of Japanese companies by
exporting advanced technology and high-quality products

and is the world’s ninth largest producer of gold. The government of Uzbekistan is reforming its industrial
structure to reduce the economy’s dependence on resources.
For foreign companies, Uzbekistan
is attractive for its large market size,
political stability, preferential tax
system and ease of procuring raw materials. However, the business environment is characterized by diﬃculties
including three exchange rate systems:
the oﬃcial rate, the commercial rate
and the black-market rate. Moreover,
foreign-aﬃliated companies require

the minister’s approval to make overseas remittances and the procedures
are time-consuming. In addition, like
in other Central Asian countries,
transportation costs are very high because Uzbekistan is an inland country.
Though JETRO reported that only 16
Japanese companies, mostly general
trading houses, are doing business in
Uzbekistan as of November 2014, Uzbekistan is a pro-Japan country and
highly evaluates Japan’s advanced
technology, high-quality products and
sophisticated culture.

Source: Compiled based on trade statistics issued by the Ministry of Finance and ROTOBO materials

Supporting the export of chemical fertilizer plant facility to Turkmenistan's
JBIC s
activities state-owned petrochemical company by Japanese company
October 2014

■ Summary of Uzbekistan s economy

Supporting the export of terrestrial digital broadcasting
equipment by Japanese companies
Export credit line for National Bank for Foreign Economic Activity of the Republic of Uzbekistan

JBIC signed an export credit line agreement totaling up to JPY4,463 million (JBIC portion) with the National Bank for
Foreign Economic Activity of the Republic of Uzbekistan (NBU), a state-owned bank in the Republic of Uzbekistan in
the presence of the country s First Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance, H.E. Rustam Azimov, during his
visit to Japan to attend the 12th Japan-Uzbekistan Joint Economic Conference .
The Government of Uzbekistan is pushing forward the policy of shifting domestic broadcasting to terrestrial
digital broadcasting by 2017. This loan will provide funds through NBU for the State Committee for Communication,
Informatization and Telecommunication Technologies of the Republic of Uzbekistan, which is charged with the
country's information and telecommunication policy, in order to purchase a set of facilities related to the terrestrial
digital broadcast network from OGAWA SEIKI CO., LTD. in developing terrestrial digital broadcast networks in such
major cities as Tashkent, Samarkand and Bukhara.
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Tamada Industries, Inc.
(Kanazawa city, Ishikawa Prefecture)

From Kanazawa to Asia:

Distributing the technology
of the leading company
in underground tank market
Tamada Industries, Inc. specializes in the manufacture and sale of various types of underground tanks.
In particular, it is the leading company in the market for underground steel and S&F Double-wall Tank for
gas stations, with a 75% share of the Japanese market.
Since its establishment in 1950, Tamada Industries has been growing in the market by executing an aggressive business strategy to keep a step ahead in the industry.
It is now actively expanding its overseas business as the second wave in its 65-year history. On April 24,
2015, a new plant in Vietnam was completed as the base for overseas expansion.

■ Tamada Industries S&F Double-wall Tank
Tamada Industries has the largest share in the S&F Double-wall Tank market
in Japan and has installed 22,000 units in total (as of September 2014).
Equipped with a leak monitor, corrosion of the steel layer is detected before
it causes soil contamination. Thanks to their excellent safety and reliability,
Tamada s earthquake-resistant water tanks for ﬁreﬁghting are being used to
store contaminated water at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.

Supporting the company’s
growth through execution of
aggressive business strategy
According to President Tamada, “We
are the leading manufacturer in the
niche market of S&F Double-wall Tank,
with a 75% share in terms of sales.”
President Tamada’s ability to execute
an aggressive business strategy is the driving force behind the company’s growth.
Since being appointed as the third president in 1991 at the age of 43, he has been
leading the company with quick decisionmaking and execution. To boost sales, he
set up a sales oﬃce in Tokyo and expanded
the sales area from three prefectures in the
Hokuriku region to the entire nation in
1993. Building on its technical skills, the
company successfully developed the S&F
Double-wall Tank in 1994. He made
a massive investment in equipment,
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started shipping products nationwide,
and acquired the largest share of the domestic market within a few years.
The S&F Double-wall Tank, Tamada’s leading product, uses steel sheet for the
inner wall and fiber-reinforced plastic
(FRP) for the outer wall. The amendment
of the Fire Services Act in 1993 permitted
the manufacture of light and durable S&F
Double-wall Tank instead of the traditional steel tank. President Tamada
immediately flew to the US to study
manufacturing methods, and after returning to Japan with manufacturing knowhow, he bet the company and started
developing the product. Finally, the company succeeded in developing the S&F
Double-wall Tank after much trial and
error. Applying the technology used in the
S&F Double-wall Tank as the basis,
Tamada Industry developed and
launched earthquake-resistant and fire-

fighting water tanks in 1995, underground
storage tanks in 2005, and the water circulating storage tank “Aqua in PIT” in 2009.
These innovative products gave the company a firm competitive position as a specialist manufacturer of underground tanks.
“As the third president, I wanted to innovate at the earliest opportunity. The series of bold moves I took immediately after
becoming president greatly helped to develop the company.” (President Tamada)

left once the technology is transferred.
We knew this when we started the joint
venture in China, but we disbanded it because the Chinese government introduced a policy which made it hard to
expand the S&F Double-wall Tank
market in China.” (President Tamada)
To overcome the impasse, the company decided to expand in Vietnam next.
It cooperated on the provision of technology to Vietnam’s largest oil distributor to
manufacture and bury S&F Double-wall
Tank through the Japanese government’s
oﬃcial development assistance (ODA)
program starting in 2013. In carrying out
the program, President Tamada perceived the potential of the business in Vietnam and established a wholly-owned
subsidiary “TAMADA VIETNAM
COMPANY LIMITED” in February
2014.Note The company started to construct a new plant on the outskirts of
Hanoi, the capital of Vietnam.
“We had two major objectives in expanding in Vietnam. One was to manufacture outsourced parts of the
earthquake-resistant water storage tank,
which will be a mainstay of our future business, in house and then export those internally-manufactured parts to Japan. The
other was to manufacture tanks and metal
parts, and sell them to Japanese companies expanding into Southeast Asia.

New progress with the
second wave
President Tamada is looking further
ahead: “Japanese companies are constructing oil refineries in Vietnam and are

expected to move into retailing. Business
opportunities will increase greatly when
these companies start putting their
plans into practice, and it will be too
late to start once the trend becomes visible. Because the demand for our products is not expected to grow in the
Japanese market with its falling population, we judged that it was the time to
invest for the medium to long term and
so we made the investment.”
The expansion to Vietnam is the second wave of Tamada Industries. “If we
had not done what we did 22 years ago,
our company would no longer exist.
Likewise, if we do not make a move
now, we cannot expect growth 10 years
later. Although expansion requires a
huge investment, we feel secure because
we were able to borrow a long-term
loan under favorable conditions from
JBIC when we needed it.”
The new plant was completed on
April 24, 2015. Tamada Industries is
aiming for annual sales of 300 million
yen in the first year, rising to 0.8 to 1 billion yen in five years. “Medium-sized
companies must not lose their focus. In
particular, slow decision-making means
losing the competition in today’s highly
competitive age,” said President Tamada. He is looking forward to making
further progress with his quick decision
making and execution.
(Note) Because Tamada Industries accepted a capital
increase from THE KAWATEX CO., LTD. in March
2015, currently Tamada Industries owns 70% and
Kawatex owns 30%.

Yoshiaki Tamada
Representative Director and President
Tamada Industries, Inc.

Name
Established
Incorporated
Capital
President

Tamada Industries, Inc.
April 1, 1950
July 3, 1957
52.5 million yen

Business
lines

Design and construction of
various underground tanks
and water storage tanks for
firefighting, and design and
construction of gas stations

Headquarters

Ha 61-1 Muryojimachi,
Kanazawa, Ishikawa 9200332 JAPAN

Plants

Headquarters, Hokuriku
plant, Kanto plant and Kyushu plant

First wave of going global
President Tamada made full use of managerial skills to expand the business overseas. He started transferring technology
licensing to Thailand, Malaysia and
China in 1998, and formed a joint venture in China in 2010.
However, overseas development did
not go smoothly. “Because technology licensing is a five-year contract, nothing is

Completion ceremony in Vietnam

Relationship
with JBIC

Yoshiaki Tamada, Representative Director and President

JBIC signed a loan agreement totaling USD6.3 million (JBIC portion) with Tamada Industries, Inc.
The loan is coﬁnanced with the Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd. and The Hokkoku Bank, Ltd., with
the overall coﬁnancing amount reaching the equivalent of USD9 million. The loan will ﬁnance the
funds that Tamada Industries needs for TAMADA VIETNAM COMPANY LIMITED, which is Tamada
Industriesʼ wholly-owned subsidiary, to manufacture and sell underground petroleum storage tanks,
as well as other tanks and tank-related products.
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▶Aoyagi Therefore, I analyzed the sovereign risks (Note 1) of Jordan,
namely the Jordanian government s solvency. This was difﬁcult
because the project loan period is as long as 18 years. In addition,
Jordan is a small country without petroleum reserves, with politically unstable neighboring countries and many refugees inside
the country. Both its ﬁscal deﬁcit and public debt increased after
the Arab Spring. We carefully analyzed whether the Jordanian
government can secure enough foreign currency to pay for the
purchased power for long periods given that the government has
to take ultimate responsibility for the risk as the guarantor of
NEPCO s payments and if it has the will to make the payments. In
the veriﬁcation process, we visited and gathered information
from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and US Embassy in
Jordan, and attended a policy meeting with the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources that holds jurisdiction over NEPCO to
organize the project.

̶Please explain the background and signiﬁcance of
the project.

Strenthening the support for
Japanese companies’ renewable
energy business in the Middle East
Project Finance for Photovoltaic Power
Generation Project in Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
Supporting Japanese Companies' Participation in Solar Photovoltaic
Power Generation Project
The Japan Bank for International
Cooperation (JBIC; Governor: Hiroshi Watanabe) signed on January
18, a loan agreement totaling up to
USD77 million (JBIC portion), provided in project ﬁnancing, with
Shams Ma an Power Generation
PSC (Shams Ma an), a Jordanian
company invested by Mitsubishi
Corporation Co., Ltd. (MC), Nebras
Power Q.S.C., a Qatari company,
and Kawar Investment Company
LLC in the Hashemite Kingdom of
Jordan (Jordan), in the presence of
Prime Minister of Japan H.E. Shinzo
Abe and Prime Minister and Minister of Defense Abdalla Ensour, taking an opportunity of Prime Minister
of Japan H.E. Shinzo Abe s visit to
the Middle East, for a photovoltaic
power generation project in Jordan.
The loan is coﬁnanced with Mizuho
Bank, Ltd. and Standard Chartered
Bank, bringing the total coﬁnanced
amount to USD129 million with
NEXI providing insurance on the coﬁnanced portion by the private ﬁnancial institutions.
This loan is intended to ﬁnance

the construction and operation of a
photovoltaic power generation plant
in Ma an Province, Jordan, by
Shams Ma an, invested by MC, and
to sell electricity to the National
Electric Power Company for 20
years. Thereby, JBIC contributes to
maintaining and strengthening the
international competitiveness of
Japanese companies.
The Japanese government announced the strengthening of support for receiving system orders, including the design, construction,
operation and management of infrastructure, and business support
through public ﬁnance under Infrastructure Systems Export Strategy
revised in June 2014 and also of
supporting developing countries in
the ﬁeld of global climate change
with Actions for Cool Earth (ACE)
announced in November 2013. This
loan is consistent with these Japanese government policies.
In Jordan, increasing its power
generation capacity is an urgent
matter, as demand for electricity
has been growing seven percent per

annum on average against the background of steady economic growth.
The Government of Jordan is also
promoting the development of renewable energy, including photovoltaic energy, to diversify its electric
power sources and enacted in 2010
a renewable energy law targeting to
develop approximately 1,600 MW
of renewable energy by 2020. This
project is in line with the policy of
the Jordanian government and is expected to be an important power
supply source originating in renewable energy in Jordan.
As Japan s policy-based ﬁnancial
institution, JBIC will continue to
support the overseas business deployment of Japanese companies,
by drawing on its various ﬁnancial
facilities and schemes, and performing its risk-assuming function.

*Press release of JBIC,
January 19, 2015

In line with the global growth of renewable energy including photovoltaic and wind power generation, the
Middle East is embracing the rapid increase in power demand by developing renewable energy sources. In
response, Japanese companies are actively becoming involved in the renewable energy business in the region.

▶Fujii Jordan is not an oil-producer and traditionally it has generated power using low-priced gas imported from Egypt. However,
the supply of gas was disrupted during the turmoil after the Arab
Spring, and so there was an urgent need to develop energy sources that can be produced domestically. Jordan currently imports
relatively expensive heavy fuel and diesel, and transports them
from the port in the south to the capital in the north by vehicle.
Hence, the generation cost including transportation is increasing
rapidly. However, because the increased cost cannot be passed
on to the price for end users, the National Electric Power Company (NEPCO) of Jordan has been racking up losses. So, photovoltaic power generation which eliminates the need to import
fuel is attractive, and the Jordanian government aims to generate
10% of total output from renewable energy by 2020.
Furthermore, Ma an Province, where this project is located, is
one of the poorest areas in Jordan, and employment creation and
regional revitalization are major issues. The Jordanian government expects the project to create spillover effects.
Meanwhile, the project is in line with the two Japanese policies of Infrastructure Systems Export Strategy and Actions for
Cool Earth (ACE) and will help Mitsubishi Corporation which has
a strategy of accumulating assets in renewable energy overseas.
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■ Fuel consumption by type of power generation in Jordan
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(Note 1) Sovereign risk: Risk associated with investment and finance for the government, central bank or local municipalities of a foreign country, all of which are virtually a foreign country itself.
(Note 2) Geopolitical risk: Risk that increased political and military tension of a specific area makes its economy and the world economy unpredictable due to its geographical location.
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financing, and is the first project financing by JBIC for a photovoltaic power generation project in the region.
An article related to this project was published in the morning edition of The Nikkei on January 19, 2015.

▶Fujii Jordan s neighboring countries and emirates including
Dubai, Abu Dhabi, and Saudi Arabia are planning a string of projects related to photovoltaic and concentrating solar power generation. In the Middle East, JBIC is expected to play an important
role in countries with high geopolitical risks (Note 2) and political
risks. In addition, as the conditions of the power sector vary greatly from country to country in the region, JBIC is keen to support
Japanese companies efforts to win business in the Middle East.
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The photovoltaic power generation project in Jordan is one such project, and Mitsubishi Corporation is
was the biggest photovoltaic power generation project in the Middle East at the time of approval of the

the Middle East in the future?

▶Fujii There were two. One was the risk veriﬁcation speciﬁc to
photovoltaic power generation. Conventional thermal power
generation can charge for purchased power in proportion to the
generation capacity regardless of actual output, but photovoltaic
power generation can earn only from the actual amount generated. Since the output of photovoltaic power varies because sunlight ﬂuctuates, so does the revenue of the operating company,
Shams Ma an Power Generation PSC. We repeatedly veriﬁed the
risk caused by ﬂuctuations in revenue.
The other was the analysis of Jordan as a country. Because this
project is provided by project ﬁnance, repayments are made solely from cash ﬂows generated by the project. Since NEPCO is a
government-owned company and NEPCO s payment obligations
are guaranteed by the Jordanian government, it was necessary to
verify that Jordan has proper measures for handling ﬁnancial deﬁcits and the macro economy.

In particular, photovoltaic power generation using the abundant solar energy in the region is highly promising.
participating as a business partner in the project, which has a total generation capacity of 52.5 megawatts. This

̶Do you think renewable energy projects will increase in

̶What kinds of difﬁculties did you face arranging the project ﬁnance?

■ Ma’an development area in the south of Jordan

Strenthening the support for Japanese companies’
renewable energy business in the Middle East
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